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SUMMARY

The construction of new nuclear plants is undergoing substantial delays

in most western countries with respect to initial programmes.

This has determined an excess of enriched uranium and enrichment

services in the world market and has compelled operators to take actions

in order to reduce, at least in part, the charges they are incurring as

a result of large financial lockups.

Renegotiating the clauses of enrichment contracts already entered into

but not yet implemented or still being implemented has always proved to

be quite difficult as the contracts are particulary rigid and include

heavy termination penalties. The only feasible solution has beer,

assign the contracts themselves to other operators or enter into a

second contract to have the latter utilize such enrichment services.

As regards enriched uranium already produced, operators have adopted a

peculiar contractual solution to reduce their stockpiles - the so called

"de-enrichment" contract. It consists in assigning enriched uranium to

another operator, receiving as compensation a quantity of natural

uranium (replacement feed material) corresponding to the feed component

of the enriched uranium produced, and payment of the SWU's associated

with the enrichment portion.



RESUME

La realisation de nouvelles installations nucleaires subit maintenant

dans plusieurs pays des retards importants par rapport aux programmes

originaux. Cette situation a determine un surplus d1uranium enrichi et

services d'enrichissement sur le marche, obligeant les exploitants a

prendre des initiatives pour reduire, en partie au moins, les frais a

leur charge resultant de 1'immobilisation de ressources financieres

considerables.

Mais, en ce qui concerne les contrats d'enrichissement deja stipules

et pas encore executes ou en cours d'execution, il s'est avere toujours

difficile d'en renegocier les clauses, car ces contrats sontparticu-

lierement rigides et prevoient de fortes penalites en cas de resilia-

tion. En realite la seule solution possible a ete celle de ceder les

contrats eux-me'mes.a d'autres exploitants ou bien de stipuler un

deuxieme contrat pour faire beneficier les derniers des services d'en—

richissement.

Par ailleurs, en ce qui concerne 1'uranium enrichi deja produit, les

exploitants ont adopte une solution contractuelle particuliere afin

de reduire leurs stocks excedentaires. C'est ce qu'on appelle le con-

trat de "desenrichissement", qui prevoit la cession de 1'uranium enri-

chi a un autre exploitant contre restitution par celui-ci d'une quan-

tite d'uranium naturel correspondant a celle presente comme composan-

te dans 1'uranium enrichi:cede, et paiement des.UTS relatives a la

part enrichissement.



1. PREAMBLE

The general slowdown of nuclear plant construction programmes affecting

several countries as a result of economic recession and persistent

opposition from ecologist movements has brought about a substantial

excess of enriched uranium and enrichment-services in the world market.

To understand certain technical aspects of the matter one should bear

in mind that natural uranium is a mineral made, up by essentially

isotope 238 (non-fissile),and fissile isotope 235, which is found in

nature only in the percentage of 0.7.

As a matter of fact, light-water reactors, which represent the majority

of those presently under construction and in operation, require

fuelling by uranium with a greater fissile content than is found in

nature, thus making it necessary to increase isotope 235 from 0.7 per

cent to 3 per cent.

This operation is the so-called uranium enrichment process, and

represents the most complex and delicate phase in the fuel cycle. It

can be performed by different techniques, among which the most common

are separation by means of gaseous diffusion and separation by the

centrifugal method.

Regardless of .methods^used, the costs of such separative operations are

conventionally referred to a single parameter which is called

"Separative Work Unit" (SWU).

This parameter is therefore the unit of measure utilized to reckon the

work-cost of isotopic separation, and is determined on the basis of iiie

assays of natural uranium worked, enriched uranium produced, and tails,

respectively, as well as of production costs (electricity used, plant

depreciation, operating costs).

2. THE PROCUREMENT OF ENRICHED URANIUM UP TO 1975

Initially enrichment services were supplied exclusively by plants

located in U.S.A.

In particular, within .the framework of the "Atoms for Peace" programme,

USAEC (1) granted several facilities to American operators until li}d9,

such as rental of enriched uranium.

According to that USAEC policy the enriched uranium was still

USAEC-owned, and American operators could«rent it and utilize it as

fuel in their own electronuclear reactors, paying USAEC, as

compensation, a rental charge which was computed on the basis of 4.75

per cent of the locked-up value.

Additionally, they, were to reimburse USAEC for fuel "consumption", which

was calculated based on the difference between the value of the

enriched uranium received and the residual value of the material after

irradiation.

(1) UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION



On the other hand,the enriched fuel for non-US nuclear pawer plants was

transferred by USAEC from time to time under special sales contracts

usually including payment facilities. In particular, appropriate sales

contracts providing for deferred payment (Permissible Deferred Payment

Inventory) were made with the EURATOM (l) Supply Agency for reactors

built in Europe under an American licence. Under those contracts USAEC

allowed non-US users to pay only interest on the fuel value during the

first years , thus granting them similar economic facilities to those

given to American users.

This system continued up to 1969, when due to the increasing demand for

enriched uranium new enrichment plants began to be built in the United

States, and new contract terms were set which entailed particularly

heavy Eng-term commitments for users.

Both rental and direct sales of enriched uranium to users came to an

end; only enrichment services were supplied, against delivery by users

of the natural uranium to be enriched.

To obtain such services it was necessary to enter into a contract

several years in advance of the first requirement date, and to proceed

to almost immediate payment of one third of the value of the first .

load.

Moreover, a heavy penalty was to be paid in the event of termination.

Under the circumstances some European countries felt concerned that

the U.S. monopoly in the supply of enrichment services might eventually

result in difficulties of procurement, and finally decided to pool and

build some enrichment plants on their own.

Two separate initiatives arose: URENCO.(held by Holland, Germany, and

Great Britain) with the object of building centrifugal plants, and

EURODIF (held by France, Belgium, Spain and Italy), to build a gaseous

diffusion plant from which the Partners can withdraw enrichment

services in proportion to their shares.

Meanwhile, also the possibility of obtaining USRR-supplied enrichment

services became attractive to Western countries, as a way of

diversifying supply sources and obtaining better contract terms.

3. THE PRESENT EXCESS OF ENRICHED URANIUM: CONTRACTUAL SOLUTIONS

ADOPTED BY PRODUCERS OF ELECTRICITY.

Till the mid-seventies, therefore, by having recourse to the various

available sources, it was possible for operators to arrange for

substantial supplies of enriched uranium under long-term contracts.

Of course, such supplies were sized on the basis of reasonable

requirement estimates, according to the nuclear plans existing at that

time.

However, the first signs of a turnabout in the world market began to

be felt as early as 1976.

The construction of new nuclear power plants was then being delayed and

(1) EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY



rescaled with respect to the original plans, which caused operators a

problem od enriched uranium surpluses with respect to their actual

needs.

Since this situation has been worsening in time and is very likely to

continue in the next years, it has become essential for operators to

take some initiatives in order to reduce, at least in part, the charges

entailed by the lock-up of large financial resources.

A) CONTRACTS FOR THE SUPPLY OF ENRICHMENT SERVICES: RENEGOTIATING

CLAUSES

Needless to say, the most pressing problem concerns the enrichment

contracts already entered into but not yet performed or still being

performed.

Considering the glut of enrichment services on the market it is clear

that withdrawing the enrichment services contracted and consequently

producing more enriched uranium represents a further loss to operators,

for besides bearing the cost of the enrichment services, they also have

to purchase the feed material (natural uranium) to be enriched.

On the other hand, any modification to or termination of the contracts

for the supply of enrichment services has turned out to be quite

difficult, because, as already said, these contracts are particularly

rigid due to the considerable investments involved, and include heavy

termination penalties.

Only in special cases, as with enrichment services supplied by pool-

owned plants, has it been possible to re-negotiate the terms and

conditions of supply. It has been so with Italy, which originally

held a 25 per cent share in EURODIF and was therefore to withdraw the

same percent of enrichment services from the plant.

In that context the first initiative taken by Italy was to re-negotiate

its share with its EURODIF partners, obtaining a reduction of the share

itself, and therefore of the enrichment services to be withdrawn, from

25 per cent to 16.25 per cent. Since this reduction also proved to be

insufficient, a new initiative was soon agreed upon with EURODIF - the

so-called "tails operation" - by which the Italian partners supplied to

EURODIF depleted uranium as feed material to obtain natural uranium

through enrichment services.

In this way the enrichment plant functioned as an artificial mine of

enriched uranium.

A further agreement was then entered into with EURODIF in 1981, to defer

the supply of part of the enrichment services committed in exchange for

the withdrawal of electricity.

To understand the latter operation one should consider that enrichment

plants like EURODIF's entail very high, consumption of electricity which

represents 55 to 60 percent of the cost of the enrichment services.

This agreement enabled the Italian partners to directly withdraw that

quantity of electricity, reducing at the same time the production of

enriched uranium.



B) ASSIGNING ENRICHMENT CONTRACTS

Apart from the remedies referred to above - some of a rather unusual

nature - and the possibility of terminating a few contracts signed

before 1969 against payment of a small penalty, it is clear that for

other enrichment contracts still being implemented the only valid

solution for user-operators has been to assign the contracts themselves

to other users (having them take over in exactly the same contractual

position) or to assign the enrichment services still to be supplied.

The assignment of a contract (i.e. take-over of the contractual

position by another user) does not pose any particular problem of a

legal nature, as it is usually provided for and governed under nearly

all legal systems.

Of course, the consent of the assigned party (in this case the

enrichment plant operator) is of the essence to effect an assignment.

It can be granted on a prior basis, at the time the first contract is

concluded, or subsequently, upon request from the assignor.

C) ASSIGNING ENRICHMENT SERVICES NOT YET SUPPLIED

If contract assignment is inconvenient or prevented due to contractual

restrictions (like a foreclosing provision), the same results may

nevertheless be attained indirectly, by entering into a new contract in

addition to the first ,that will assign the enrichment services not yet

supplied to another user.

In practice, the conclusion of the second contract allows a new user to

utilise the services themselves, i.e. to deliver natural uranium to the

enrichment plant and then withdraw enriched uranium, without involving

the enrichment plant operator in such additional agreement.

From the legal angle the biggest problem entailed by this solution is

to ensure the full compatibility of the two contracts, which means

including in the second contract the same clauses as in the first as

regards the supply of enrichment services (enrichment assay, delivery

terms, etc.).

The second contract may of course cover additional services besides the

the supply of enrichment services, such as advancing the natural

uranium to be enriched, renting the cylinders, etc. Thus,a wider range

of services is offered under the second contract than was originally

provided by the enrichment plant operator, and greater flexibilily is

granted than was allowed under the rigid terms of the first,especially

as regards the delivery of natural uranium.

Another problem is posed by the need to establish direct connections

between the enrichment plant operator and the assignee, particularly in

connection with certain technical procedures for the supply of

enrichment services.

In some cases this problem was solved by appointing the second user as

an agent of the first.



D) CONTRACTS FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF ENRICHED URANIUM ALREADY PRODUCED

The contractual solutions mentioned previously aimeaTat reducing or

transferring to other users the supply of enrichment services not yet

accomplished. More important in the world market is the role played

by the contracts assigning enriched uranium already produced, since

there are large stockpiles of undelivered product worldwide.

In order to reduce such stockpiles and thus lighten the heavy financial

charges entailed, users decided to enter the secondary market. As an

effect, a number of exchanges have been carried out and an overall

price adjustment has occurred, since prices based on the economic

principle of demand and supply have proved to fit the actual condit1" — s

of the market better than those effective on the primary market where

enrichment plant operators act on a nearly monopolistic basis.

To accomplish these assignments users have adopted a particular

contractual solution - the so-called "de-enrichment" contract - which

consists in assigning enriched uranium to another user, receiving as

compensation a quantity of natural uranium (replacement feed material)

corresponding to the feed component of the enriched uranium assigned,

plus payment of the SWU's associated with the enrichment portion.

Since the natural uranium component is replaced in exactly the same

amount, the only advantage that the purchaser obtains under the

contract from a commercial standpoint is enrichment, that is to say a

higher 5sotopic content in the material which can only be measured i">

terms of SWU's, the unit of measure for enrichment services.

This does affect the legal level in that if one recognizes that the

true subject-matter of the contract does not consist in an assignment

of goods (i.e. the nuclear material) but in services only, then one

should also exclude the possibility that certain regulations covering

only commercial products, such as for instance anti-dumping rules, may

be applicable to this type of contracts.

Besides the above-outlined considerations about the actual

subject-matter of the contract, there are some clauses usually included

in these contracts which are quite important from a legal point of view.

The technical specifications of the material (i.e. enriched uranium and

replacement natural uranium) are generally stated in the definitions,

after the whereases in the first part of the contract.

Furthermore, an appropriate clause is included (Sampling, Weighing and

Assay), which provides for the performance of checks and tests to

determine the exact quantity and composition of the materials.

In the event of a disagreement about the results so obtained, the

contract usually provides that such a controversy shall be resolved by

applying well-tested procedures.

From the legal angle these procedures (originally meant for the

contracts for supply of enriched uranium but now inserted in all types
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If
of contracts) may be regarded as a form of technical arbitration to be

utilized for the only purpose of determining the materials quantity and

composition, and are therefore quite different from the arbitration

procedure possibly included for the settlement of other controversies

regarding the interpretation and performance of the contract.

It is also important to state the origin of the material, because

several countries - and first of all the United States - have taken

strict safeguard measures to prevent non-peaceful usage of nuclear

material.

Such restrictions may be imposed on the natural uranium by the

exporting country, and remain throughout the subsequent phases of the

fuel cycle, possibly adding to any further restrictions which may be

imposed by the country where the material is enriched.

Thus, although uranium is a physically homogeneous and perfectly

fungible material, from the commercial ant! legal standpoint it

acquires a different "quality" according to restrictions imposed.

Since this "quality" affects the subsequent transfers of the fuel (for

instance the possibility of assigning it to certain countries) and its

utilization after it is discharged from the reactor (ex.: plutonium

recovery), the material finally acquires a different economic value

depending on its origin.

Leaving restrictions actually imposed out of consideration, it is

nevertheless clear that the mere presence of such safeguard measures

enables the governments concerned to intervene and control whatever

concerns the utilization or transfer of nuclear fuel, thus determining

interference of a political nature on the market which hinders or

anyway affects commercial relations.

Still as concerns fissile material, it is of great importance in these

contracts to determine the time when the transfer of title and risk of

loss occurs. It usually occurs upon delivery, but in some cases it may

be postponed till the successful outcome of the analysis.

As for third-party liability, according to the Paris Convention it

always rests with the operator (ex.: warehouse owner) who takes

delivery of the material.

The determination of the price of enrichment poses no particular

problem, as it is calculated in SWU's.

On the other hand, payment provisions are particularly important,

because due to the high value of enriched uranium the seller would be

in considerable exposure after delivery if he were not granted adequate

guarantees for performance by the purchaser.

That's why the contracts under consideration usually provide that a

substantial advance payment on the amount due for the SWU's will be

effected at the time the material is delivered, postponing the balance

to the time when the relevant analysis are completed. Additionally, as

a guarantee for such payments, a letter of credit is often provided

to be issued by a bank.



Special guarantee may also be required with respect to the replacement

of the natural uranium. The contract may include the provision that

upon receipt of the enriched uranium the purchaser shall issue an

irrevocable order by means of which the seller will then obtain the

material from a third party.

Force majeure events are usually covered by standard clauses taking of

course into account the possibility that the governments concerned might

take measures (ex.: embargo) to prevent or restrict the transfer of such

materials.

Finally, as regards the settlement of possible disputes, the contracts

generally include a provision for recourse to national or internatic.._l

arbitration ( usually indicating in the latter case the Rules for

Conciliation and Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce),

as an alternative to the jurisdiction of the courts of the country o f

one party to the contract.
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